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Let peace begin with me

Dry
dance

•••

BY SARAH KELLEY
Senior News Editor

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY

Rabbi Abie Ingber, the Executive Director of the Hillel Jewish Center at the University of Cincinnati, was one of the speakers at
Tuesday's news conference.
·

Xavier to ·host Millennium Celebration
group through theology professor Paul
At a news conference on TuesKnitter, who was
day, Xavier announced it will host
asked to become a
a Millennium Peace Celebration
trustee of the counwhich will include numerous
cil in the fall of
world· religions. Rev. James E.
1996.
Hoff made the announcement to
In adqition to th.e
the press and public, surrounded
keynote addresses
by distinguished religious leaders·
of several peace
from throughout the area.
council members,
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MdONEY
"Our goal is to bring people toA table was set with representative objects an array of musical
gether to share our rituals and
performances,
from each faith present at tlie conference.
break down religious intolerance,"
prayers and colorful·
said Hoff.
differences are often integral to the rituals of different faiths will be
Expected to attract 9,000 outbreak of violence and war," HiU ... included in the celebration. Each
people, this could be the largest said. "With this in mind, Xavier religious group will focus on their
millennium gathering in the tri- wants to make a contribution to specific hopes and prayers for the
state.
world peace through interfaith dia- coming millennium.
The event. will be held in .logue. We encourage people of all
"Once we're together and doXavier's Cintas Center on Sunday, faiths from throughout the Cincin- ing dialogue, we will see the great
Sept. 24, 2000, and all are wel- nati area to attend."
similarities between religions,
come.
Special guests at the Millennium rather than being stuck in our own
Religions represented will in- Peace Celebrati.on will include little niche;• said Bonnie Beverclude Baba 'I, Buddhist, Christian, members of the International Peace age of the Buddhist Dharma CenHindu, Jewish, Protestant, Muslim Council, which consists of distin- ter of Cincinnati. "We'll see that
and Native American.
guished religious leaders and peace we have much more in common
"Xavier University is hosting advocates from around the world.
than we do differences."
this event to celebrate the openThe peace council was orgaFara Samadany, who repre_ing of a new millennium in a spirit nized in 1995 as members saw the sented the Baha'I religion at
of religious harmony and peace," need to offer spiritual comfort to Tuesday's announcement, agrees
said Brennan Hill, chairman of people in distress throughout the that this event will enable people
Xavier's theology department.
world. They have identified one of to acknowledge the similarities
"War-torn pfaces like Bosnia, the major threats to world peace as existing between faiths.
Kosovo,. Sudan and Northern Ire- religious intolerance.
"There is only one God, which
land have taught us that religious
Xavier is connected with the all religions agree," said

. BY:SARAH KELLEY
Senior News Editor

Samadany. "Humanity is one·:- we
are all brothers and sisters.
· "We believe that this is the first
time in history that peace ~n Earth
is within the grasp of the nation.
Peace is the next stage in the evolution of this planet." ·
According to the founder of the
Baha'I religion, which was started
nearly 150 years ago, peace is not
only possible, it is inevitable.
While specific plans regarding
speakers and final details for the
Millennium Peace Celebration will
be worked out over the next year,
the goal of the event is solid.
"Xavier University can think of
no better way to welcome the new
millennium than to bring together
people of all faiths in celebration
of peace," said Hoff.
"Through open, honest dialogue, we are one step closer to
achieving peace and harmony in the
next i,000 years."
The Millennium Peace Celebration is part of a week-long millennium event. Members of the peace
council as well as political leaders
from around the globe will visit
Xavier on Friday, Sept. 22, 2000,
for their annual meeting. The day
before the peace celebration, local
churches, temples and mosques will
offer open houses to the public.

Alcohol will not be served at the
Fall Ball scheduled for Sept. 24 at
Music 'Hall, due to an administrative decision made last spring.
Prior to last year's Spring Fling,
Luther Smith, executive director of
Student Services, met with Cynthia
Bellinger, adviser to Student Activities Council (SAC) and campus
police chief Mike Couch to make
the decision. The last-minute decision caused members of SAC to
make some unexpected changes
before the event.
·
The same decision to ban alcohol from the Spring Fling is being
implemented in the upcoming SAC
sponsored dance.
,
According to Smith, the majority of students at the fall and spring
dances are under 21.
"This is an ongoing decision for
both dances," said Smith. "It does
·not make sense to serve alcohol
when 85 percent of the students in
attendance are underage."
When last year's decision was
announced, SAC made an effort to
find a solution that did notrequire
· eliqiinating alcohol at the dance altogether. The administrators, however, would not compromise on
their decision.
Smith cited the safety of the students_ as a top priority and the main
reason for taking such precautions.
"We wanted to take proactive
rather than reactive measures," said
Smith.
Rather than working against administrators, SAC is accepting the
no-alcohol policy.
"We are in an awkward position
because we have to work with the
administrators and with the students," said SAC chair Jessica
Hansberry. "We tried compromising, but they [administrators] were
concerned with student safety and
felt no alcohol was the best policy."
According to Hansberry, some
students have come to SAC meetings to express concerns about excessive drinking at dances.
"All in all, it has worked out for
the best," said Smith. "Even people
who are of age like it this way, so
they don't have to buy 30 beers for
underage people they don't even
know."

See Fall Ball, page 2
© 1999
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Freshmen election
Freshmen Senate Election information sessions will be held
in the Senate Office on Sept. 16
and 17 at noon and 6:30 p.m.

Volunteers needed
TheAmerican Cancer Society
is looking for volunteers to serve
on the "Coaches vs. Cancer''
committee for the 1999-2000
season. It is a partnership between Xavier and the American
Cancer Society, dedicated to
fighting cancer. Fans pledge
money for every three-point shot
the Muskies make during the
season. This program has raised
over $5 million nationally. The
first meeting will be held Sept.
23 at 6p.m. at 11117 Kenwood
Road inBlueAsh. Call 891-1600
for more information.

Harassment
awareness session
The department of military
science is hosting a sexual harassqient awareness session on
Tuesday, Sept. 28 at 7 a.m. in
Kelley Auditorium. The guest
speaker is Mr. Lamb, a local corporate lawyer. All are invited.

Spirit Celebration

THE )(AVIER NEWSWIRE

Theme houses increase on·XU's campus
BY KRISTEN FEENEY
News Writer

As an alternative to dorm and
off-campus housing, Xavier's theme
houses have increased by fifty percent in their second year of student
occupation.
Theme houses, where groups of
students live together bound by a
common purpose or theme, began
last year as a four-house pilot
project. The program has expanded
to include eight theme houses for
the 1999-2000 academic year.
Houses include Diversity Appreciation and Awareness, Men for Others, Developing Leaders, Faith and
Service, Men's Christian Community, Women's Christian.Community (formerly known as Alice
Berkman Community), Celebrate
Life and Contemporary Issues.
Many of the houses incorporate an
element of community service.
"The students are sharing their
interests and their charities with the
greater community and also with
the neighborhood," said Apartments and Houses Manager Cindy
·Lowman.
Despite the additional work and
responsibility residents face Jiving
out of the dorms, such as household chores, students say they en-

joy the fellowship of those with
Unlike Xavier's housing prosimilar interests, as well as the sense cess, which is on a lottery system,
of community achieved among theme housing requires an applithem.
cation process. To be eligible, a
"I really enjoy living with student must be a rising junior or
people who are interested in the senior who currently lives on camsalJl.e sorts of things I am and plan- pus.
ning ·events that benefit the entire
The application process concampus," said junior Heather sists of an elaborate written portion
Shutko of the Diversity Apprecia- and personal interviews with a
tion and Awareness House.
committee
of six or seven members.·
.
Theme house residents give to
Informational meetings are
the community in return for. the scheduled for -late October, where
perks they receive, which inchipe applications will be available. Stugreater privacy, private driveways, dents who apply will be notified of
· backyards, kitchens, washers and their status the first week ofDecem~
dryers, in addition to the conve- ber.
nience of living close to campus.
Of the 13 applications submitBut Lowman said, "The work [the ted for housing this year, only eight
students] put in outweighs the ben- ·were selected due to limited space.
efits of the houses."
"It was difficult having more
Members of the Women's Chris- [applicants] than we had houses for:·
tian Community each take on indi- said Lowman. "That's wonderful
vidual service projects in the com- beeause it means we're getting qualmunity. They then share these ity applications and [student
projects with other members, invit- groups] are putting a lot of work
ing others ·ii:i the house to get in- into their applications."
volved.
Though each theme house has a
"These projects help us develop different focus, they support each
close relationships with others other and pool resources. The comwhile personally growing through munity service and programming
these service experiences," said se- of events are some of the factors
nior Lisa McCafferty of the that ·unify the-houses.
Women's Christian Community.
· "[The students] have to work as

.

GUEST ARTWORK DISPLAYED

All members of the Xavier
community are invited to attend .
Spirit Celebration '99 on Sunday,
Sept. 19, on the residential mall.
Mass begins· at 4:30 p.m. and is
followed by the Xavier University family picnic. Please RSVP
to the office of special events,
mail location 5112, by Monday,
Sept. 13.

Schickel to speak
Liturgical artist Bill Schickel
will be the featured speaker on
Thursday, Sept. 16 at 7:30 p.m.
in Bellarmine chapel. He will
talk about the challenge and
achievement of the renovation of
the chapel. There will be music,
prayer and refreshments. All are
invited.

Film series
The 1999-2000 film series,
entitled Personifications of
Death in Film, is a series of six
films dealing with people coming or going to the "other side."
Friday, Sept .. 17, "Meet Joe
Black" will be shown at 7:30
• p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. Films
are introduced and discussed by
Br. Jerome Pryor, S.J. Call ext.
3811 for more information.

Open house
There will be an open house
for Master of Education and Certification programs on Wednesday, Sept. 29, from 6:30 to 8 p.m.
in the Terrace Room of the University Center. Faculty will be on ·
hand.to answer questions and re~
freshments will be served. Call ·
the Office of Graduate services·
at ext. 3360 for more info.

Student Christie Simons browses at the artwork of Michael Barnes, associate professor of art
at Northern Illinois University. His work is being displayed in Cohen until Sept. 24.

Police Notes
Tuesday, Sept 7~ 1 p.m. -The
Physical Plant reported that someone knocked down a reserved
parking sign on University Drive.

Saturday, Sept. 11, 3:43 p.m.
- Campus police assisted Cincinnati police in responding to a
three-car accident with minor injuries. One of the cars struck a
tree in front of Joseph Hall ..

Friday, Sept. 10, 11:20 p.m.
- Campus police fecieved a report of a loud, disorderly party in
the 900 block of Dana Avenue.

Students were warned by CincinMonday, Sept. 13, 2:35 p.m.nati police and· encouraged to end Campus police were notified that
'
the party.
· one of Xavier's athletic coaches had
spotted and chased the suspect from
Saturday, Sept.11, 6:45 p.m. the car theft of Sept. 10. The susA graduate student reported that she pect was apprehended on Winding
inadvertantly left a travel computer Way in front of St. Barbara Hall.
case containing a Dell laptop.com- . Af~er a short investigation, the susputer and two textbooks outside · pect admitted to all the thefts .. The
her car in the Cohen parking lot cell phone, keys and $1,000in cash
and drove away. When she returned . was recovered, some of which had
one hour later, it :was gone.
been stolen from other offices in
Cincinnati. The Mazda Protege has
Sunday, Sept. 12, 1:15 a.m.-. not yet been recovered .. The susXavier and Norwood police re- · · pect, who is actually thirteen years
sponded to a complaint ofa loud . old, has been charged with grand
. party in the 2000 block ofWayfand theft auto.
. .
.
: ·Ave. Norwood police ,ended the .. ,
: patty.

a group. For everyone to be a part,
they must devise their own guidelines and build their own communities," said Lowman.
While many houses plan activities or host events specific to their
theme, there is also some overlap
among· them. For example, Men
for Others, Wbmen's Christian
Community and Men's Christian
Community all participate· in Habitat for Humanity.
"We are hoping to do several
programs in conjunction with the
Men's Christian Community," said
senior Valerie Vickery of the
Women's Christian Community.
"I really feel like these houses
support Xavier's theme of community and development,"· said
Vickery.
All eight theme houses are located on or near campus. Seven are
situated on Ledgewood Avenue and
one is on Dana Avenue.
Properties on Cleneay Avenue·
are being considered for future
theme house placements, but no decisions will be made until November of this year.
For more Information, call
Cindy Lowman at 985-4998.

.Fall Ball: ·
Dance dry
Continued from page 1
Although attendance was down
at last years spring dance, Smith
projects attendance should increase
with the Fall Ball, despite the absence of alcohol.
"Last year's event, although we
had a smaller attendance, had very
few incidents and went much
smoother than in the past," said
Couch. "Students voiced that they
had a very good time."
·
"The safety of the students is in
jeopardy," said Hansberry. "The
administration was not off the mark .
in making this decision."
At the Homecoming dance,
scheduled for Nov. 20, alcohol will
be served. The reason for the change
in policy at this dance is the majority of students in attendance are not
underage.
Throughout the year, whether or
not alcohol will be served will be
decided ori an event-by-event basis.

Police Note
ofthe Week

Friday, Sept. 10, 3:40
p.m.- The Xavier athletic
department reported the theft
of a set of keys, a cell phone
and $300 in cash. Upon further investiga~ion, it was
found that i 999 Mazda Protege had been stolen, .usi_ng
one of the keys on the missing ring, from the sports center parking·· lot. . A ·possible
suspect was described as a 14year-old male, about 5'8",
. wearing a bh1ck backpack.
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Xavier welcomes· families
BY AMY SCHELL
Assistant Campus News Editor

brochure and registrationform was some quality time with their son or
sent to the .families
of all Xavier
daughter," said Bellinger.
·
.
.
students and to members of the fac. From 1 to 3 p.m., there will also
ulty, staff and retirees of the Ul)i- be concerts by Xavier's band and
.vei:sity. Registration forms were choral groups in the University
made available on campus for the Center Theater. The evening winds
first time, and studen.ts could regis- down with Casino Night, from 8 to
ter for a flat fee of $25, provided 11 p.m. in the cafeteria, Where host
they will be attending the activi- of Xavier students are trained as
· dealers.
ties with their families.
Friday night starts with a cookSunday begins with another
out held·in the parking lot of the O' brunch in t.he cafeteria. The afterConnor Sports Center, sponsored noon is filled with free time for stuby the Parent's Club. To go along dents to spend with thefr families,
with the theme, music will be pro- perhaps going to Oktoberfest or
vided by Xavier;s Swing Band.
seeing the sights. The weekend will
In the past, Family Weekend has end with the annual Spirit Celebrabeen in October or November,
but tion Mass, which for the first time
' .
the response from parents was fa- is occuring. during F11mily Weekvorable after it was held in Septem- . end .. Mass begins at 4:30 p.m;. on
ber last year. The program also falls the residential mall and is.immedion the same weekend as ately followed by a cookout.
Oktoberfest in downtown CincinPam Goetz from Campus Minisnati, so throughout the weekend try said, "The purpose is tq call
there are sever-al times when stu- God's blessing on this academic
dents and their families. will have year, and everyone is welcome."
time to attend these festivities.
Family Weekend is sponsored by
Besides Oktoberfest, several a variety of clubs and organizaoptions are available. for families . tions, including Student Activities
on Saturday, including .a BB Council, Student Senate, Student
Riverboat Cn.iise and brunch start- Development, Parent's Club,·
ing at 11 a.m. Following brunch, Muskie Blues, University Singers,
there is time to go to Oktoberfest, the athletic department and the Of· or the family can catch a bus be- fice.of Student Services ..
hind the Univer~ity Center to visit
"We ;ire here to just bring every- .
the Newport Aquarium.
- one together. and provide· the ac"One thing we really try to do is tivities so that everyone has a
give the families an opportunity to memorable weekend," said
see Cincinnati, as well as spend Bellinger.

Xavier's 10th annual Family
Weekend is almost underway, and
the turnout this year is expected to
be higher than ever before, .'with
. over 300 families already registered
and over 1,000 people expected to
·participate in the events this weekend.
·
"Swing into the New MiHenniu~" is the theme of the program,
which includes many planned ac. tivities, bot~ on-campus and. offcampus from Sept. 17-19..
· . Registration starts Friday, Sept.
·i 7, in the University Center lobby,.
at 1 p.m. and ends 6 p.m. Students are encouraged to pick up
registration packets for their. families. For those families arriving on
Saturday, registr~tion will be from
9 a.m. until L p.m.
· "Family Weekend is a great opportunity to bring families and par~
ents on campus, and it allows the
parents to interact with. their students, as well as get a taste of Xavier
and Cincinnati," said Cynthia
Bellinger of Student'Services.
For families that are traveling to
Cincinnati. from out of town, spe-·
cial arrangements were made for
discounts on airline tickets with
Delta. Special rates are also being
offered at the Vernon Manor Hotel
and !he Quality hotels in Norwood
and downtown. ·
To prepare for the weekend, a

a
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FRESHMAN FUN

PHOTO COURTESY OF CAROLINE SPENCER

· Freshmen battled in a~canoe race at the O'Connor Sports
Center last Friday during the Fr~shmen 4 X 4 competition.
Freshmen teamed up in the hopes of beating their
opponents. The winning teams in each event received cash
prizes for their victory.
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Back to School" Special:
$29.95 includes hand wraps, a
free t-shirt & one month of
classes.
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Bradley.kicks off campaign

>-Compiled by : Pat Scallen · >Source: College Press Wire

the storm at sea, and aircraft were
· to people who have been. left be- Bradley still owns.
BY STEVE KRASKE
As a senator, Bradley said, he
sent inland. Port Canaveral made
-.
hind and helps the nation "feel rich '
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
'•
tried not to hog _the spotlight and
plans to shut ~own entirely until
inside as well as out."
CRYSTAL CITY, Mo.
the storm blows by. '
..
"To me, the American dream is sought to _reach across party lines
DeI11ocrat Bill Bradley stood in his not just for the iucky among us. It to get things done. Both- attributes
At 1~5 ·mph, Floyd is the most
BY JERRY JACKSON
small Mississippi River hometown is not just an ideal to wish on. 1t were present during Bradiey's work
powerful Category4 storm in hisAND MAYA BELL
last Wednesday and pledged to should be a possibility available to on the sweeping tax~reform act of
tory. Only two Atlantic hurricanes.
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
tackle some of America's most all."
- 1986 that reduced the number of tax
are known to have been more
_
_
CAPECANAVERAL, Fla. overwhelming
problems'.
·
brackets. Members of both parties
powerful
Category
5
when
The
former.three-term
New
JerHurricane Floyd, dubbed by
"We
will
do
fewer
things,
but
credited
Bradley for his work on the
they
came
ashore
in
1935
and
weather forecasters as perhaps the they
will
be
essential
things,
and
we
complex
bu·t momentous issue.
19.69.
largest and most dangerous tropimore
thoroughly,"
will_
do
them·
-After
the
speech, Bradley led the·
cal storm of the decade, is clos. Bradley said.· "I'll use the growth
.
crO\yd
i'nto
the
school gym where
ing in quickly on northern
N~.
of
the
new
economy
and
do
some
he
scored3,066
points
for the CrysFlorida, Georgia and the Caroliof
the
big
things
that
need
to
be
tal
-City
}Iigh
Hornets_
during his
nas.
done
in
this
country."
four-year
career.
Ona
stage
at one.
Storm trackers -said they still ·
DILi, Indonesia - The United
As
president,
Bradley
said,
he
.end
of
the
,gyrri,
friends
and·
relaNations yesterday completed its
expected a gradual northward
would
propose
a
limited
agenda
.
to
.
tives
stood
to
tell
stories
about
the
turn, but the eyewall _:_ the cenevacuation of its besieged comchildh<:><ild
poverty,
enact
reduce
candidate
and
town
legend
for
his
pound jn East Timor, closing the
ter and deadliest part of the storm
stiffer
gun
laws,
ensure
that
more
athletic
and
academic
prowess
that
- is approaching the coast at an . last safe haven for thousands of
Americans have health insurance
won him an Olympic gold medal
alarming speed.
,
Timorese fleeing for their lives. and·
reform
a
campaign
system
and a Rhodes Scholarship. __
Hurricane-forcewindsofmore
A dozen U. N. personnel, led
dominated
by
wealthy
special
in·
In
his
speech,
Bradley
drew
the
~center-·
than 74 _mph, which extend up_by a Bangladeshi brigadier genterests.
loudest applause for his referen~es
eral, remained.behind to prepare
ward of 125 ~ph in_Floyd's·c~nSpeaking
to
friends,
teachers,
to the Clinton administration~ Withthe groundwork for an internater, were felt Tuesday along the
neighbors
and
supporters
who
out
ever mentioning the president
coast north. of Palm Beach, Fla.
tionai peacekeeping force which,
-- Bill Bradley
spilled
across
the
front
yard
of
.
by
nam~.
Bradley said he was more
By midnight the eye was moving
according to fhe Associa.ted.
Crystal
City
High
School;
Bradley
interested
in leadership "than polls
dangerously close to the Cape.
Press, could be arriving_in a mathe
would
help
sey
senator
is
running
against
Vice_
·
emphasized
that
and·
politics.
.
.
"It's very scary," said Florida
ter of days. ·
more
people.benefit
fro_m
the
soarPresident
Al
Gore
for
the
Demo"I
believe
we
need
new
kind
Gov. Jeb Bu_sh of the Category 4
In Jakarta, nearly 1,000 stuing economy.
cratic f!Omination. Although Gore of leadership_ in America, a l_eaderstorm. The governor- declared a
dents marched on parliament, de"In
so
many
ways,
we
have
is favored, Bradley has shown sur- ship that puts the people front and
state_ of emergency, giving him the - manding the resignation of Presifailed
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Prize Pa.ckage of a TV/VCR
combo, _cordless phone and
Cl> alarm clock.
·
Other luckv guests will win
$.100 Meijer gift
certificates.
You can make vour dorm rock
_ with these hits from Meijer.
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After School. Child Care Needed
Two boys, aged · 11 arid 12, seeking
dependable XU student to pick us up at
school, supervise· homework, play, take us to
soccer, etc.
Hours . are Monday . . through. Friday, 2.:30 6:30, p.m. You should have your own reliable
car, a clean . driving record, enjoyment of
children, · and a warm sense of humor.
Competitive pay. Hyde Park location.
If you want to learn· more, please phone us at
703-9114, leave yoljr name, number, and the
best times to reach you.· We promise to call
you back. References. on us and our family
are available ·tram former XU nannies, now
graduated.

------···--------------.

Don't let
Organic Chemistry
·keep you from.
medical school.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
! WILLIAMS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS· :
!
. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
!
••••••••••••••••••~••o••••••••••

ELIGIBILITY RPQUIREMENTS:
-Williams College of Business student
-2.75 .GPA
. (or above)
-Declared b.usiness major
-MGMT 301 completed (negotiable)
-Junior s~atus
.

· ·**Earn money, receive credit and letter grades,
plus gain valuable major related work experience.

.
Now placing students for Fall of 1999.
For more information, call Kathy McClusky at 745-4869.

JOIN OUR STAFF.

Classes begin: October.12th
Classes are avallable nationwide. Call Kaplan today to enrolll

THE NEWSWIRE IS LOOKING
FOR A NEWS FEATURES EDITOR,

A CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR AND
WRITERS FOR ALL DEPARTMENTS.
CALL LAUREN AT 745-3607.

kaptest.com AOL keyword: ka Ian

NEWSW'i'RE

This offer expires 10-31-99.

24 hour
helpline

Pregnancy Problem
Center, East, Inc.

Learn Organic Chemistry with
Kaplan ••. and be ahead of the game when
you take it for a grade!

Help us help others. Be
a lifesaving blood plasma
donor. Alpha Therapeutic
Blood Plasma Donation
Center will pay you $55 in
cash for two plasma donations (new donors only).
Present this ad and receive a
$5 bonus on your first visit.
For more information,
call 513-861-2756. Our address:
805 Gilbert Ave.
Cindnnati, OH,

tests

321-3100

Leam Organic Chemistry with Kaplan...and be
ahead of the game when you take It for a gradel

CA$H CA$H
CA$H!

Free
preunancv

THE.NEWSWIRE.
CAN YOU REALLY PUT
A PRICE ON EXPERIENCE?

Off-Campus Housing

Oxford Apartments
1005 Dana Avenue
-Free heat
-Walk to campus
-Cable hook-up
-Parking_

-Air-Conditioning
Accepting Applications
$320and up

Manager: Art

Office:

961 ..3786

474.. 5093

AN ARMY SCHOLARSHIP COULD
HELP YOU THROUGH MEDICAL SCHOOL
The U .s~ Army Health Professions
Scholarship Program offers a unique
opportunity for financial support to
medical or osteopathy students.
,,, Financial supportincludes a monthly
stipend plus tuition, books, and other
course. related expenses.
For information concerning eligibility,
pay, service obligation and application
procedure, contact your local Army
Health Care Recruiter:

ARMY MEDICINE.
BE ALL YOU CAM BE.
www go ::lrmy.com
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EDITORIAL-

X.U. receptive to change
O

This letter prompted SGA to
ver the past several years
there have been many re-conduct the elections with all
positive changes to Xavier's cam-· candidates on the ballot and revise
.the SGA constitution.
pus and policies.
The paving of the academic
Last week, an alumnus remall, the restoration of both cently voiced his complaint about
Hinkle and Schmi_dt halls and the the O'Co.nner Sports Center. He
new Convocation Center are ex- was concerned about the safety of
amples of s'ome _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ its users and
urged
the
positive changes.
sports center
However, not all
to institute
changes are positive
better "safey
and not all students
measures.
are happy with
This week
them.
new signs are
And as members
hanging in
of the Xavier comthe weight
munity, we all have
room
remindtheright and respon- - - - - - - - - - - - . sibility to voice our opinions and
ing students
call for change.
to follow the rule.
At the same time, the new cafThe Xavier Newswire receives
many letters regarding these is- eteria layout was met with much
sues from students and faculty criticism from students.
who are deeply concerned about
Kudos to the cafeteria staff for
the university;
taking The Newswire's editorial
We want to thank Xavier for about crowded seating to heart.
being so receptive to students'
The tables are now aligned in
concerns and listening to the 9pin- a. more user-friendly manner and
it is easier to maneuver around the
ions of the student body.
The editorial is a powerful cafeteria.
thing. It represents the opinions,
It just goes to show the power
needs and ·wants of our commu- of the editorial. Who knows what
changes are ahead?
nity.
With enough support, we may
It serves as a link to the administration and lets them know ex- be able to get lights on the rec
actly how we feel, and it's nice to sports field or better parking.
Or maybe even the number
know someone is listening.
For example, freshmen may identifications in the VAX system
not know' this, but last year SGA may change to actual names.
mishandled the elections by leavThe administration has proven
ing students off the ballot.
they are listening, but they won't
They continued with the faulty know our concerns if we don't
election process until the writer of speak out about our opinions and
the original constitution wrote in
-C.B.P.
condemning the way the elections
for The Newswire staff
were handled ..

"The editorial
represents the
opinions, needs
and wants ofour
. ,,
communr:ty.

>Caroline Purtell, Editor
Editor-ill-Chief & Publisher
Ma1Zagi1Zg Editor
Busi1Zess ·Manager
Advertising Ma1Zager
Adviser
Senior news Editor
SARAH KELLY

World News
PATSCALLEN

Opinions and Editorials
CAROLINE PURTELL

Sports
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Calendar
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Clinton should stay away from ·campaign
BY RYAN LOSKARN
College Press Exchange

Mr. President, shut up. The
American people are tired of you.
For eight years you have burdened us with your bold-faced lying, adulterous behavior and criminal activity.
Now you feel the need ~o interfere with the 2000 presidential elections.
Last week Bill Clinton jumped
into the cocaine debacle surrounding Governor Bush.
No, he did not ask to borrow
some of George's stash.
In typical Clinton fashion he bit
his lip, put a little catch in his voice
and admitted that he had never used
angel dust. As if we believe that.
Mr. President, America may
have voted for you twice, forgiven
you for seducing an intern, even
allowed you to reclaim an ounce of
decorum, but there is no one left
who is moved by your all too frequent heartfelt admissions.
We no longer buy the type of
fertilizer you sell.
If you believe the American public will be astonished to find that
George W. Bush may have used cocaine in college, then you must have
slept through the last eight years.
Outrage is no longer so easy to
come by in our country. It takes
much more than the illegal use of
narcotics to damage a candidate's
poll position.
.
Republicans can thank William
Jefferson Clinton for providing a
striking backdrop to the current
cocaine scandal.
The president's statements,
meant to boost his standing while
damaging Bush, are ineffective because he has overestimated his .

credibility.
Instead of harming George W.
Bush, the president effectively established a benchmark Of acceptable behavior which includes possible drug use.
This president's scandals have
inured voters to candidates' failings,
or in Bush's case, alleged failings.

"Clinton is proving
to be as harmful to
his party sdreams of
retaining the
presidency as he was
skillful in capturing ·
,.{:{; I,,
the o11 ice.
It. is now expected that a presi-.
dential hopeful will have been unfaithful to their spouse, used illegal
drugs and/or protested against their
nation.
Any one·of these is acceptable,
we just ask that our future presidents restrict their misbehavior to
one "mistake" rather than all.
For Bush this means America
can accept his alleged cocaine use,
so long as that is the extent of hi_s
misbehavior.
Bush's continued strength in the
polls, despite Clinton's feeble attempts to add gravity to the drug
charges, illustrates tlie president's
legacy.
We will not vote for another Bill
Clinton, but we can accept some
flaws in our next president, flaws
that a decade ago would have
doomed a candidate to failure.

Accounts Receivable
LEAH FINNEY

Your letter here.

Distributioll
MAITMADGES
DAN MORRIS

ERIN MOONEY

Who knew your opinion could earn you money?

LAUREN POMPILIO

>On the Web: HTTP://www.xu.edu/soa/Newswire/
The Xavier NtwlWire is published weekly tluoughout the school year, e11:cept during vacation w1d final
· cxmns, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 VicIDry Pnrkwoy, Cinchmoti, OH 45207-2129.
111e st11tements wu.l opinions cf The Xavier Newswirt are not necessarily d10se of the student body, foe·
ulty or ndministrntion of Xavier. TI1c stntements ruuJ
opinions of o colunu1ist do not necessarily renect those
of editors or general stnff.
Subscription rates ore $30 per yenr or $15 per se·
·moster within die USA and ore prorated. Subscription

Clinton is proving to be as harmful to his party's dreams of retaining the presidency as he was skillful in capturing the office.
By breaking the boundaries of
honorable behavior, Clinton has allowed every other presidential contender the opportunity to claim that
they are more honest, trustworthy
and stable.
With each word he utters regarding the 2000 elections, Clinton emphasizes his poor record.
This gives Republicans further
opportunity to hide their candidates'
possible inadequacies behind the
national disdain for the president's
actions.
There is little the· president can
do to alter the predicament he has
created for both himself and his
party.
The nation does not respect him,
nor do his veiled admonitions
against Bush's alleged drug use
carry any weight.
It is sad to witness the futile entreaties of a president who realizes
his legacy is not sweeping
healthcare reform or major international advancement of democracy,
but rather the erosion of respect and.
lowered expectations for our
nation's highest office.
Mr. Clinton, if you wish to serve
your country, simply fade into history leave the presidency alone to
heal the damage you have left behind.
Do not break the unwritten etiquette presidents have hitherto respected by commenting on your
successor.
Do not seek further elective office. Do not attempt to influence
American society.
Let us be.

· Inquiries should he directed to Lisu Becher, Business
Mwtoger, 513 745-3130.
Advertising Inquiries shoulJ he directed to Nick
Sclunolenherg, Advertising Mw1oger, 513 745·3561.
One copy of 11ie Xavier Newswire, uistributed Oil
campus, is free per person per week. Adllhionul copies
ore 2S cents.
Xovier University is nn ucndemic conununitY committeu to equal opponunity for oil persons regonlless of
ogc, sex, race, religion, h~ldicup or notional origin.

Call Caroline
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LETTERS

TO

THE

EDITOR-

Contraceptives are a Xavier issue
I

magine you two are alone .
. Your roommate won't be back
for another couple of hours, and
you have hit it off great.
You met in microeconomics
and have been dating for five
weeks. You want more, but wait:
STDs, pregnancy!
You don't do this everyday, so
you aren't prepared. Then you
think, "I'll just run over to the
bookstore and buy some
condoms. Or, I can jog up to the
Health and Counseling and get
some free ones."
Hold on there, stallion. You
can't do that here at XU - have
safe sex that is. Not easily anyway.
College is a time for personal
growth and having the freedom of
choice.
The administration's decision
to ban the distribution of contraceptives on campus is forcing
Catholic doctrine on a community
that prides itself on not forcing
Catholicism on anyone.
I chose to attend a small Catholic college, and I was willing to
accept certain religious r,estric-.
tions.
Once I started receivin,g a
Xavier education, I was forced to

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY

Should Xavier be responsible for supplying contraceptives?
reassess my values and question
my assumptions.
I was treated as an adult, as
were my peers. I also expected to
be treated as an adult by the administration.
However, I assumed wrong. I
now see the administration's) vision of preparing students to "take
[our] place in a rapidly changing
global society" as unachievable.
AIDS is here in your rapidly
changing society.
How can we learn to accept our
role in this society when Xavier

itself is trapped in an idealistic,
traditional and stagnant world
which does not exist?
Denying Xavier students ace
cess to contraceptives is wrong,
not only because of the patriarchal
oppression it causes, but qecause
it is contributing to the future
death and suffering of those in our
community.
Xavier, welcome to the rapidly
changing global society.

-Melissa Currence
Junior

Natural Ties a. way to include everyone

H

ave you ever realized how
well off you are lately?
Do you realize you can just get
up and go running whenever you
feet like it?
You don't have to-roll yourself
around in a wheel chair, or feel
self-conscious around a bunch of
new people because of some
physical deformity.
You're pretty confident when
you go out because there is nothing that sets you apart from the
rest of the world. You're just like
everybody else.. ·
Sure, we've all had those broken ankles causing us to hobble
around on crutches for six
months.
Some of us remember how
dorky we looked in second grade
with those big plastic-frame
glasses..
·
Suddenly you went from jock
to "four eyes." That lasted until
seventh grade and you got contacts.

"One little slip ofthe gene pool and you
could have been handed a challenge you
would have to face for the rest ofyou life. ,;
Now college, the big one. Did in the Cincinnati area.
you ever think if things went difIt's the chance to Jet them have
ferently you might not be able to a piece of your life and experience
attend the "four year party with . what it means to go to college.
the $20,000 cover charge?"
It's also about letting them
No, but it could have hap- meet all the friends you have and
pened. One little slip of the gene seeing what it's like to live in a
pool, and you could have been place without parents.
handed a challenge you would
Most importantly, it's about
have to face for the rest of your showing them a good time, and
life.
being the most valuable thing in
·so, you are well off, or ex- the world - a friend.
tremely lucky, however you look
Check out Natural Ties at
at it.
Xavier.
That's why we have Natural
Ties here at Xavier University.
-Michael Evans
This is an organization which
Director of Public Relations,
pairs XU students with the menNatural Ties
tally and physically handicapped
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Volleyball suffers setback
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Assistant Sports Editor

Cr.oss country
struggles early
In their first.races. of the
sea.. .
son, both the men's and women's
cross country teams struggled as
they finished ninth and 10th, respectively.
The men were .led by senior
Dave Dickman who finished the
8,000-meter run in a .time of
26:02, which was good enough
for 11th place overall.
Other finishers for the m~n included freshman Josh Masters
(27 :41, 54th)~ juniors. Randy
Dublikar (27:54, 59th) andKeith
Crawford (27:59, 61St), freshmen
. Nick Banazak. (28: 15, 64th), Pat
Nemecek (28:34, 70th) and Beau
Sedivy (29:54, 82nd).
.The women were ·led by freshman Nikki Hines who finished
14th in the 5,000-meter run with
a time of 18:47. '
Other finishers for the women
included senior Jan Feichtner
(20:40, 68th), freshman Nichole
Moorman (21:08, 74th) and
sophpmores Maggie Dunn
(21:26, 78th), Natalie Lanese
(21:29, 79th), Sarah Johnstone
(21:38, 81st) and Amy McAdams
(21:59, 8Sth).
Both the. men's and women's
cross country teams will continue
their seasons ·this Friday at the
National Catholic Meet·at Notre
Dame.

The women's volleyball team
encountered a small setback this
past weekend at the 1999 Fiesta
. Bowl Volleyball Tolimariient. What
appeared to be a nice, scenic trip to
Arizona nearly tW-ned disastrous as .
the team saw their perfect record
fall to 6-2.
Though they did manage to
place third; the twolosses were the
first blemishes on their perfect se~
son. The women had .a tough time
putting points on the scoreboard all
weekend, as opposing defenses
stifled the team's scoring threat.

PURDUE DEF. XAVIER
15-8, 15-4, 4-15, 15-12
The first round of the tournament, hosted by Northern Arizona,
found the Lady Musketeers pitted
against Purdue. The Boilermakers
took control of the game from the
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JASON TRIPLETT
onset; taking both the first two
The women's volleyball teamrebounded to finish the past week at 2-2 after dropping their first
games (15-8, 15-4, respectiveiy).
The XU women would bounce matches of the season at the Fiesta Bowl Volleyball Tournament
back in the third game, however,
N. ARIZONA DEF. XAVIER
by Osterday and Janszen with 16
th~ir cross~country trip. Being
with a commanding.15-4 victory.
15-7, 15-4, 15-7
swept in their second round match kills a piece.
The iriomentum shift was carried
Over the two-day tournament,
Apparently Northern Arizona was one thing, but being swept out
over into the fourth game as they
fought Purdue to the bitter end. This has never been told to be a gracious of the tournament was something Janszen, who was named to the AllTournament team, finished with 32
proved bitter, indeed, as Purdue host, as the Lady Musketeers found the XU women would not allow..
. took the fourth game, 15-12, and out in the second round. They were
Standing in their way was UC kills and a .448 hitting percentage.
anything but gracious to their guest. Irvine, who also had their sights set
Hampton also .led the way dethe match.
After sweeping four of their first on the third place finish.
fensively with 15 digs followed
The Lady Musketeers' first loss
The XU women wouid establish again by Osterday with 13. Ores
of the season came as the result of five opponents this season, Xavier
Purdue's greatteam defense, which received some of their.own medi- their dominance early on as they passed out 57 assists to go with her
rolled over UC Irvine 15-7 in the eight digs, while Bachus added nine
came up with 12 totalteam blocks cine from Northern Arizo11a.
Though the team .would hold first game and pulled out a 15-10 kills and eight digs in the win.
and 59 digs, while holding Xavier
to a .134 hitting percentage. NAU to a .185 hitting percentage, win in the second.
XAVIER DEF. E. KENTUCKY
In the third game, however, the.
Though the XU women would they found themselves hitting at
only
.056.
The
low
percentage
rewomen
found
themselves
the
vie15-10, 17-15, 15-8
record
62
digs
of
their
own,
the
inBoxing4ncludes
Last night the women hit the
ability to score would prove to be duced the team's scoring attack dra- timsofahotlycontested 16-141oss.
women this year
matically, costing them the sec- The XU women would make UC court to host Eastern Kentucky.
their downfall.
·
For the past 20 years, boxing,
"Purdue was our first match of ond loss of their season (7-15, 4- Irvine pay for depriving them of Though the XU women received
a club sport, has been offered to
another sweep by pounding UCI stiff competition throughout the
the year where we went in thinking 15, 7-15).
match, they managed to sweep the
"Give
the blame for this 15-3 in the fourth game.
all male students, but this. year
we were a good team," said head
The Lady Musketeers again visitingColonels(lS-10, 17-15, !Sthings have changed. ·
coach Floyd Deaton. "It was a situ- loss," said Deaton. "I never gave
The boxing team has expanded
played well defensively, recording 8).
ation where we were unsure if we the girls a chance to win."
Bachus again provided the of- 66 digs, 14 total blocks and hold- .
its program to also include
Ores dished out 65 assists, givreally belonged there, yet straightwomen's boxing this season. This
ened out after the first two games fensive spark with nine kills, fol- ing UC Irvine to a .130 hitting per- ing her a total of 186 assists over
lowed by Osterday and sophomore centage. This time the offense did the past 4 matches. Hampton had
year's roster includes 15 men and
and played well."
seven women.
Senior Beth Osterday and fresh- Jill Hampton with eight kills a its part, as well.
.
another stellar performance with a
In addition to the inclusion of
"This was a good win for us. I 19 kill, 14 dig double-double.
man Kate Wygant played well de- piece. Ores again led the team in
women, the boxing team has also
fensively as Osterday recorded 17 assists with 22, while Hampton and Jet them just go out and play the Janszen followed close behind with
expanded by making the program
Bachus both added eight digs.
digs to Wygant's 11.
way they knew they could play," 18 kills.
Deaton said. "We have a deep team
This match was the women's fia year-round event, compared to.
Sophomore Sara Bachus led the
XAVIER DEF. UC IRVINE
the spring sport it had ·been in
this year with eight girls that can't nal warm-up before hitting the road
team offensively with'l3 kills, fol15-7, 15-10, 14-16, 15-3
years prior.
start but are very able to play."
to begin Atlantic 10 play this weeklowed by Osterday and senior Jenny
The team is led by head coach
With only one game remaining
Three players posted more than end with matches at Rhode Island
Janszen with 12 each. Junior Tami
Dr. John Camparreto and junior
Ores added 42 assists and seven in the tournament, the women des- 15 kills in the win. Hampton tied a and Massachusetts on Sept. 17 and
perately needed a win to salvage career-high with 20 kills, followed 18, respectively.
co-captains Michael Evans and
digs to the team's effort.
Teo Ruscin, The team has tentatively scheduled two fights to be
held at Xavier this fall .against
Miami on Nov. 12 and Michigan
on Dec. 3.

me

On Tap

Rugby ready to get
~own ·and dirty
The Xavier rugby team, a club
sport, will begin its season this
Saturday with a game versus Ohio
State. The game will take place
at 1 p.m. in Columbus, Ohio. ·
This year's rugby team is led
by senior co~captains John Elash
and Mike Schmitt and the coaching staff of Brian White, John
Spencer and Chris Smith.

-Matt Madges

Wednesday, Sept. 15

•Men's soccer vs. Evansville
at 7 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 16
'

•Men's golf at the Falcon
Cross Creek Invitational in
Colorado Springs, Colo.

•Men's golf at the Falcon Cross
Creek Invitational in Colorado
Springs, Colo.
•Men's and women's cross
country at the. National
Catholic Meet at Notre Dame ·
Saturday, Sept. 18

•Men's soccer vs. Oakland
(Mich.) at 3:30 p.m.
•Volleyball.vs. Massachusetts at
Friday, Sept 17
7p.m.
•Men's golf at the Falcon Cross
•Women's soccer vs. UNC
Creek Invitational in Colorado
Asheville at Tennessee at
Springs, Colo.
5:30 p.m.
•Volleyball vs. Rhode Island at •Women's golf at the Falcon
Women's Fall l11vitational at
7p.m.

GAME

Bowling Green State
Sunday, Sept. 19

•Men's soccer vs. Bowling
Gre.en State at Oakland (Mich.)
at 1 p.m.
•Women's soccer vs. George
Mason at Tennessee at noon
•Men's golf at the Falcon Cross
Creek Invitational in Colorado
Springs, Colo.
•Women's golf in the Falcon
Women's Fall Invitational at ,
Bowling Green State
Home games are in bold.

of the

WEEK
CINCINNATI REDS VS.
CHICAGO CUBS
7:05 p.m. today
at Cinergy Field
No, the Reds are not a new
Xavier athletic team, but
without a Musketeer home
sporting event this week,
why not head into tciwn for
some spitting, scratching and
hitting. Oh, by the way,
Sammy Sosa will be there.

SPORTS
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Men's soccer drops two·ga01es
BY MATT BARBER.

locker room at intermission.
·to th() Cardinals, but Xavier seemed
Freshman Jake Jacobs started . to come out ahead in controlling the
Goals are rare enough in socc_er, the second half for Crouch in an gamtl, except on the scoreboard
so when a teani kiiocks the bail into attempt to jump start the Mtiskete.er ·· where Louisville made their Jorie
: its own goal~ you can· be sure' it is •. at~ack, but, on a questionable call goal stand.
. The Cardinals had a few early
in the ~1st minute; DiBattista was
having a bad day.
. Sunday was exactly one of those . ·given red card :for a dangerous chances, but shots were high and
· days· for the Xavier m~n ·~ soccer .· ·. foul and eje.cted from the match, wide.-_ Lagedrost made· a run for· .
team, who took on conference fa~ forcing XU to play a man down for Xavier seven minutes in, but. there.
vorite :Oiiyton oi:t the flyers' home . • the rest ofthe contest..
. was no one at the other end of his
turf.
..
.
Just irito•the 61st minute, Day- . cross in front of the Cardinal goal.
The scoring opened up when ton _struck again; this time offof a
Wesseling had to make a save on
Xavier junior midfielder Josh corner kick. The corne.r Y.,as . a baH which was headed on goal off
1
Hammerschmidt deflected a restart · crosse<:Lin front of the goal; de- . of a cross 15 minutes into the conkick to sophomore defende~ Dan fleeted from one Flyer to another; · test; and .two mini.It~~ lat~r senior ·
Limburg, who accidently headed it a~dfinally headed into the net past · midfielder Maringo Vlijter, heading
into the XU goal while trying to Wesseling to increase the UD lead·. · the other way, sent a rocket shotjust
clear the ball.
to 3-0. Just over a minute later, a. high over the Louisville goal.
.
Xavier's best chance to score in
. . UD (2-1-1 overall, 1~0 in the loose ball in front of Xavier's net·
. Atlantic 10 Conference) rolled to a was converted into another Dayton the first -half came in the 34th
4-1 victory which knockedXavier's · · goal to push the score to 4-0.
minute when Vlijter sent a pass to
record to .1-2 overall and o~T in the
Xavier finally managed to get on Lagedrost, who centered the ball for
A-10, following the Musketeers' ihe board in the 72nd minute when Hammerschmidt right in front of
first loss of the season, 1-0, last Hammerschmidtsentacomerkick the Louisville goal, · but
Wednesday,at home against Lmiis- in front'ofthe Dayton goalwhere it Hammerschmidt could not get the
ville.
was headed in by 6-2 senior Koen ball to settle for a good strike.
Kuiken, who moved from sweeper
With just under 10 minutes re~
DAYTON 4, XAVIER 1
to forward following DiBattista's · maining in the first half, Xavier se"
. Sunday, Sept -12
red card, to make it4-1 in favor of nior midfielder David Spaccarelli
Even though the season. was Dayton. .
beat a defender, took the ball down
The goal was Kuiken's first of the right side of the field, touched a
. young, the conference opener
against Dayton held huge implica- the season and the assist was pass to Vlijter, who sent the ball to
tions. The winner would not only Hammerschmidt's first as well.
Hammerschmidt for the shot, but
start the conference season 1-0, but
The assist was the 19th of the Cardinal keeper made the save
would arguably be in the driver's Hammerschmidt's career and _he to keep the game scoreless at half
seat for the_ early going in the A- now needs just eight more to match · time.
10.
. the school record set by Doug
Xavier missed a golden oppor- ·
Xavier head coach Jack Tegge, who played for the Muske- tunity and
best scoring chance
Hermans included sophomore teers from 1991-94.
of the match five minutes into the
Andy Crouch and senior Brian
· "The score doesn't show it, but second half when Vlijter took the·
NEWSWIRE-PHOTO BY LAUREN POMPILIO
., ·.' •; \ ··.
~i ··.'.<
•
everilfplayed,''' ball dbwifthe righfside and'crossed
DiBattisfa in 'ih~:Sfartirig'Iine i.ipfot the' game was
the first timt: this .. season, resting said Hennans. "We're as good
it to a wide open Lagedrost on the· Senior David Spaccarelli push~s the ball upfield against Louisville
·
sophofuore ·safu Fi~re :and fresh- . they are."
.
left, who sent a shot at a nearly va-· · 1astWednesday.
man Scott Lagedros( ·.
··
· "We went in with a lot of confi- cant goal only to hit the post. The
The game w11s ·scoreless in the· · dence;and the first goal was just rebound came to Hammerschmidt, to get a finger on the ball, allowing . keteers' longest soccer rivalries.
This weekend, the 'men's team
22nd minute when Xavier was unlucky," said. Hammerschmidt. but his shot was wide as well~ . ·
it to tri~kle in'.
whistled for a foul;·~rid~ on the en- ."We ·still felt [we could win] at 2~0.
In the 78th minute, XU had its
With so. little time left in the con- will be in a tournament in Oakland,
sufog Dayton restart, thel:iall was but the red card really broke the last real scoring chance when· test, the Musketeers were unable to Mich. They will challenge the host
crossed in front of the net and mis- game open.
- Hammerscl:imidt crossed })all off counter, and the match ended in a school, Oakland, on Saturday and
takenlyredirected into the Mui;ke:
"It was a disappointment, but it · of restart to sophomore defender disappointing 1-0 loss for Xavier. ·Bowling Green on Sunday.
"We felt we were the better team,
teer goal by Hammerschmidt and operi~d our eyes that we still ha:ve Dan Limburg, who headed the ball
Crosstown rival and newly
the goal was just unlucky," sa.id ranked No. 25 Cincinnati. plays host
Limburg: .
some things to work on," he said.
just high~ ·
The misdirected goal seemed to
·
·
The Cardirials struck blood in 'Hammerschmidt.
to Xavier a week from today at 7
the 86th minute when they brought
"The game was very competi- p.m.
LOUIS.VILLE 1,XAVIER 0
momentarily deflate Xavier's intentheir attack to right in front of the tive," said Hermans. "You had to
sity and the Flyers went on the atThe next home game for XU is
Wednesday, Sept 8
tack.
The match against the Louisville Xavier goal. After one attempt was wait forthe last three rriinutes for a on Friday, Sept. 24 against
In the 29th minute, a UD de- Cardinals at Corcoran Field last thwarted, snphomore defender.Rob winner. The game could have gone Valparaiso.
fender stole a Musketeer pass and Wednesday was the home opener . Bakker cleared a ball to a Louis- either way."
"I'm pleased with the way the
brnke away from the rest of the field for Xavier, and the Musketeers ville forward right in front of the
team is progressing game by game.
· I feel very positive about the seato beat XU junior goal keeper Paul wanted to' send t~e 327 fans home geal.•
MORE TO COME
The Cardinal's shot went to the
Wesseling. The goal gave the Fly- happy.
X_avier will hit the road tonight son," said Hermans.
ers a 2-0 lead, a lead which they
The game saw many momentum left comer, ·and Wesseling dove to to take on the Purple Aces of EvanswouJd take with them into the changes with the early nod going make the save, but only managed ville, continuing one of the Mus· SpottsWriier
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Women trumped by Aces
BY MATT MADGES
Sports Editor

last year's experience and once
again turn their fortunes around.

'.

When the Xavier women's soccer team set tqis year's goal to reEVANSVILLE 3, XAVIER_ l
peat last season's performance,_ it
The Purple Aces jumped out to
can be assured this is not exactly . the early lead wheri the ball was sent
what they had in mi.nd.
to the·front of the net and headed
With a 3-1 loss to Evansville last . in by an Evansville defender. The
Friday, the women's record fell to goal, which occurred 24:22 into the
1-4. However, struggling in the. game, gave the Purple Aces a 1-0
early going,ofthe season is not for- lead.
eign to the Musketeers, as they suf· Xavier did not take long to strike
fered a similar fate early last year.
back, however, when junior forLast season .the women fell to a ward Annette Gruber scored on a
1-5-1 record before dramatically direct kick withjust 2:22 remainturning their year around in confer- ing in the first half. Gruber's goal
ence play, leading to a conference · extended her goal~scoring streak to
title and NCAA Tournament berth. five consecutive games. The goal
With another tough start this sea- was her fifth of the season.
son, the. women must now ~raw on
The. goal knotted t_he game at

one, which was the score at the intermission.
The second half was all Evansville, however, as they netted the
game-winning goal just Over seven
minutes into the half. The Purple
Aces would go on to add an insurance goal about 20 rriinutes later to
secure themselves a 3-1 victory..
The loss dropped the Musketeers' record to 1-4 while Evansville
improved its record to 2~2-1.

. MORETO COME
The women will travel to Tennessee this weekend for games
against. UNC-Asheville. o.n Friday
at 5:30 p.m. arid George Mason on
Sunday at noon.

.• "''
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All's fair irr love, war,. theater
OUR RESIDENT THEATER BUFF TELLS WHAT ALL THE FUSS IS ABOUT WITH 'MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING'

.

BY JAY KALAGAYAN
· :Diversions Writer
·
Ifyo~
think the traffic.on_l-'75 is
The Wexner Center for the
bad;·
try
three
season openers in one
Arts presents a major exhibition
week.
Cincinnati.
Playhouse in the
of the work of artist Julie Taymor, ·
Park,
the
Ensemble
Theatre of Cinwho is most notably known' for
Series at
cinnati
and
The
Broadway
the Broadway production of"The
the
Aronoff
all
premiered
their
1999Lion King."
2000
seasons
last
week.
The exhibition including
Set at the end of the Dreat War
· masks, puppets, costumes, video,
(that's
WWI for the non-history ma'. music .and more· will open on
jors),
the
Yanks return to a battle of
Sept. 18 and run through Jan'. 2.
the
sexes.
Claudio surrenders .to the
Admission is $3 for the genstunningly
beautiful Hero and the
. eral public· and $2 for students
of love, and Benedick
stubborn
clown
and seniors. · - · ··
skirmishes
with
the verba!Jy wellTickets may be obtained by
Beat~ice.
Can
~upid jump the
armed
calling (614) i92-~535.
trenches of this aged ShakesJ?earean
comedy?

Art exhibition ·.·

Drag queen city

Dozens of the best drag
queens from the area will perf9rm at Absolut Contemporary
Fridays' ·first birthday bash.
· T.he event is on Sept. 17 from
6 to 8 p.m. at the Contemporary
Arts Center. Members and all
those dressed in full drag are admitted free. All others will be
. charge<l $5. For more info, call
721-0390.
.

Special mention goes
· to Don Burroughs, whose
Benedick had the audience .almost crying ~with .
·laughter, and Christina ·
Scott"Reed; whose strong,
·unyielding portrayal· of
Beatrice was a perfect juxtaposition.
The fine acting is en- ·
hariced by an incredible
· set. Kudos to set designer
Joseph P. Tilford for aver_satile park setting. Stone
and marble mixes with
lush trees for the finest
outdoor performance one
could hope to find indoors..
·

THE GOOD

THE BAD

Joneal Joplin, Christopher l\llc.Hale, Don BurroughsandSteven·Harper
(left to right) portray WWI veterans engaged in a battle of the sexes on·
the homefront.
·

"Much Ado About Nothing" con·Not much. Theplay is
tim;es the Playhouse in the Park's fine two ho1;1rs arid 40 minutes,
tradition of high~quality classic the- .which goes by quickly. Unfortu- fine as long as the productipns are
ater.
. nately, the length of the play did of this fine a caliber. "Much Ado
The actors have a fine understand- make for some intermission escap- . Al:>0ut Nothing" is an excellent
ing of the text· and communicate to ees.
comedy to start a long theater seathe audience not just in voice but in
son in the·Queen City.
body language.. The actors mug and
.
THE BUZZ
pratfall like the b~st of the Three
THE INF·o·
If all the Playhouse in the Park
-Stooges or Charlie Chaplin.
"Much Ado· About Nothing"
wants to do is the classics, that .is

runs through Oct. 8. Tickets are
priced as follows: Tues.-Thurs.,
Sun: $29.50-$39.50; Fri.-Sat.:
$33.50-$41.50.
For more information, call 421~888.
•

·Theater event
"Much Ado About Nothing"
is showing through Oct. 8 at the
Marx Theatre. Tickets range between $29.50 and $41.50.
Performances are Tuesday
through Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at 5 and 9 p.m., and Sunday
at 2 and 7 p.m. The box office
can be contacted at 421-3888.

Expand horizons
Joseph-Beth Booksellers will
add another· installment of its
"Don't Know Much About,.' series on Sept. 15 and 16 at
Rookwood Pavilion.
The series consists of non-au. thor events which feature experts
i.n ·fields such as geneology, astronomy, stre.ss and more.

Symphony opener .
Jesus Lopez-Cobos. will be
conducting the first scheduled
concert of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra.
The show will be on Sept. 17
and 18 at 8 p.m. at Cincinnati
Music Hall. For ticket information, call 381-3300.

Book signing
Judith M. Fertig will be at
Jospeh-Beth Booksellers at
Rookwooq Pavilion on Sunday,
Sept. 19. She will be promoting
her new book Prairie Home,
Cooking.
The event will include dis_cussion, signing and sampling. .

Death in film
The Xavier University Film
Series will be showing "Meet Joe
Black" as part of its Personifications of Death in Film series.
The film will be shown and
discussed in Kelley Auditorium
on Friday, Sept. 17, at 7:30 p.m.

Ensemble Theatre rings in sea.son ·with jazz
'SIDE MAN,' A STORY ABOUT A MUSICIAN'S LOVE AFFAIR WITH JAZZ, LEADS OFF THIS SEASON
BY JAY KALAGAYAN
.. ish enthusiasm wi.th his music.
..
Diversions Writer
,
Also, Dale :Hodges qoes the
"Side Man" by Warren Leight cen- world of profanity proud as
ters on a jazz musician named Gene Gene's wife; Terry. ·
.
and.his one true love, his music. The . Hodges somehow maintains
play chronicles his worship of the the audience~s attention for a
music and the effects this passion has · character who could have easily .
on his family.
been written off as a stubborn
Told through 'the voice of the woman of temperament. .
musician's son Clifford, the play
Also worth mention!ng in this
spans over 30 years from the end of small space is the set. Brian C.
the swing era in the '50s to the de- Mehring dpes an excellent stage
cline of jazz and his family in the '80s. design. The set is full of city
brownstone, with a collage of
THE GOOD
jazz players almost shadowed
. "Side Man" goes beyond good · into the walls .
ENSEMBLE THEATRE PHOTO COURTESY OF SANDY UNDERWOOD
script, gqod set .and good acting.
Warren Leight's script is. well conGreg Procaccino, Gary Sandy and MarkMocahbee (1.eft to right) play
THE BAD
sti:ucted.
· Not much to speak of here; jazz musicians in the'Ensemb_le Theatre production of "Side Man:'
He does not try to give all the an- they produced good theater this Sandy-stars as Gene, a jazz musician for whom. music is life.
swers to life's questions, as most plays week. True, a lot of foul lanattempt to.do. The play, like all good guage can be heard in line with the lent season opener by itself and in
jazz music, leaves much room for in- atmosphere of the play.
comparison to the classic comedy
terpretation'.
It seems the writer may be a fan at the Playhouse aJ!d the fullActing highlights include an in- of profanity, which may offend fledged musical. at the Arc;moff.
credible performance by the jazz mu- . some of the audience .members. "Side Man" is a dramatic comedy
sician Gene, played by Gary Sandy. Op, well ...
that takes you on a full theatrical
(You know him - the guy from
experience. Do not miss this one.
WKRP in Cincinnati. Not only can
THE BUZZ
he act, he's good!) Sandy perfectly
THE INFO
This is the best production the
counteracts the vague indifference of Ensemble Theatre has had in quite
"Side Man" runs until Sept. 26.
Gene for his family to an almost boy- a few years. The play is an excel- For information, call 421~3555.
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The following discs are due for release on September 14 ...
Blood Drained Cows, Blood Drai11ed Cows (Triple X)-... Ice Cube, War
& Peace Vol. 2: The Peace Disc (Priority) ... Meat Loaf, VH 1 Storytellers
(Beyond) ... The Mr. T Experience, Alcatraz (Lookout!) ... Iggy Pop, Ave11ue B (Virgin) ... Jon Spencer Blues Explosion, Xtra Acme USA (Matador):.. Ice T, 7th Deadly Sin (Atomic Pop) ... Original Soundtrack, Three
to Tango (Atlantic) ... Earth to Andy, Temporary .Halo (Giant) ...
. ·
Stereophonics, Performance & Cocktails (V2) .. :
.. . all dates are tentative

UVeWires
Saturday, Sept. 18
Wayne Kramer
w/ Streetwalkin Cheetahs
@ Sudsy Malone's
Saturday, Sept. 18
Chante Moore
w/ Jesse Powell & ·
Calvin Richardson .
@Bogart's

-Thursday, Sept. 23
Struck Mojo
w/ Speak No Evil &'
Haste
@Annie's
Friday, Sept. 24
Hank Williams Jr.
@ Cincinnati Gardens
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One more reason for you to sleep with the lights on
TO COMPLEMENT THIS SUMMER'S STOCK OF HORROR FILMS, ARTISAN ENTERTAIN~ENT BRINGS US 'STIR OF ECHOES'
BY MIKE KOHLBECKER
Asst. Diversions Editor

Every once in a while, a film
comes along that is genuinely scary.
These are the movies that make you
gasp and jump out of your seat,
spilling popcorn· all over the moviegoer in front of you.
Well, hold onto your popcorn.
"Stir of Echoes" delivers an excellent scare that will keep you talking for weeks.
The film takes place in a working-class Chicago neighborhood
where life is quiet and simple for
Tom Witzky (Kevin Bacon) and his
family- until he allows his sisterin-law to hypnotize him during a
party.
Tom never fully rec~vers from
the hypnosis. Suddenly he is
plagued· by brutal visions beyond
his comprehension. It seems he has
gained the ability to peer into a terrifying supema~ural world. Someone, or something, from this other
world is trying to tell him something.
The quick flashes into this world
succeed in grabbing the viewer's
curiosity. One starts to identify with
Tom and the questions he struggles
with.
What do these images mean?
What does the ghost want? How is

it summoned? More importantly, are introduced to a po. when·wm it stop?
··
lice officer who also
. To add another twist to the story, shares the "gift" The
it becomes apparent that Jake, viewer spends the rest
Tom's son, shares the same phe- of the film waiting for
the officer's triumphant .
nomenon to a greater degree.
The obsession with understand- · return, but he never
ing what the visions are trying to shows up.
Thankfully, these
tell him engulfs Tom's life. His
unexplained
events do
wife, neighbors and friends cannot
not
hinder
the
film sigunderstand why his behavior has
become so strange. As the movie nificantly or steal moprogresses, Tom's behavior grows mentum from the unraveling series of
more and more bizarre.
Eventually, Tom comes to dis- events.
"Stir of. Echoes" is
cover. a horrifying secret he must
reveal. The unveiling of this secret perhaps one of the
poses a threat to Tom's very exist- most terrifying films of
1999.
•
ence.
PHOTO COURTESY OF ARTISAN ENTERTAINMENT
The creepy digital
The film races to a creepy and
Who
is
this
plastic-covered
woman,
and
why
is
she attacking Kevin Bacon?
extremely suspenseful conclusion. effects and the torturWell,
you'll
just
have
to
see
the
movie
and
find
out.
The final 15 minutes of "Stir of ous moments of susEchoes" will leave one's heart rac- pense are marvelously
ing and mind pleading for discus- crafted.
The viewer will spend the bulk
sion.
The ending attempts to tie the ~f the movie trying to interpret just
story up into a neat package, but what the hell Tom's visions mean.
there are a few puzzling issues that Then a fraction will be spent wishing he never found out.
remain unresolved.
Do not expect to leave the the~
In one scene, for instance, Jake
begins to speak in a possessed tone. ater in good mental health - this
The film fails to follow through and one will give you nightmares.
explain the reasons behind this disRating:
turbing and random event.
·
Halfway through the movie, we
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_Jntu.nting teno.r .sal(ophone, ap_
strengthen the songs found ori this
album.
From the Mississippi Delta quality of "Blues for Breakfast" to the ·
dark, Harlem sound of "Smoky
City," the music not only supports
the lyrics but also creates them.
Perhaps Sims' greatest attribute,
apart from his talented string work,
remains his voice. His vocal style
personifies the blues. He feels the
lyrics, gently shifting from soft
Bill Sims
Ben Folds Five
plea to a monumental howl. The .
Bill Sims
The
Unauthorized·.
slight sonorous quality in his vocal
(PBS/Warner Bros.)
Biography of Reinhold
presentation tailor-makes him to
Messner
Perhaps, if any music can be sing just what he present~ .here.
(Sony 550 Music)
considered the music of experience,
His songs come across as genublues holds the greatest claim to that ine, a true product of his life expedistinction. Bill Sims recovers the . riences. Supporting this claim is the
Q. Who is Reinhold Messner?
experience of blues music through- fact that, unlike many blues musiA. Now retired, he was once the
out the past century on his self-titled . cians, he wrote more than half the world's premiere mountain climber.
debut album.
songs on the disc.
Conquering peaks across the globe,
Sims opens the CD with "Time
Sadly, blues music may not re- he is responsible for some of the
Out," a passionate call to a lover to ceive proper attention from mass world's greatest feats of mountainlet the relationship end if her inter- popular culture. However, the mu- eering.
est has truly faded.· The song be- sic contained on Bill Sims' album
Q. Why would a band _devote
gins with the mournful lyrics: "I speaks of the valuable contributions an entire album to him?
woke up this JllOrning I I was all of blues as well as the promise of
A. They didn't. The real impealone." These lyrics,supportedby its longevity.
. tus behind the name comes from its
a powerful horn section, set the
Every once in a while, an artist use on a fake ID during a band
mood for the album.
develops a powerful musical deliv- member's adolescence.
From here, Sims takes a musi- ery, as Sims has brought us in this
The actual concept is a far cry
cal journey from the upbeat, B.B. album.
from something as. intense as the
King-esque guitars of"ManEater,"
· .. He has grown throughout his life struggle between. man and nature.
to the slow, atmospheric blues of to develop this sound, and as he Nevertheless, Ben Folds Five
'.'As the Years Go Passin' By." He ends the disc with the distant climbs to new heights of musicianalso performs adeptly on the tradi- "Nobody's Fault But Mine," a real- ship and lyricism with their newest
tional "Black Mare," which finds ization o~curs of blues' ability to release.
his voice escalating from a growl transcend generations. Bill Sims
We start the ascent with the
to an emotional falsetto with flu- exhibits this truth on his album, a rhythmic piano playing of Ben
ency.
product of'music's true evolution.
Folds himself on "Narcolepsy."
The orchestrations and; producThe· listener is .caught by the
This CD earn~ $$$$.
tion work on the album stand alone,
nearly classical sound of the piano
....:.. Adam Ziemkiewicz, but soon is hit with ·a heavy riff from
as a testament to Sims' talent~ The
Diversions Writer· Robert Sledge, Darren Jesse's perincorporation of accordion, banjo,
· the aforementioned horns and a
cussion entrance and nothing less

a

than a beautiful string arrangement. .
Doing little 'more than experimenting with strings on their sophomore recording, BFF brought in the
talented John Mark Painter for the
string arrangements' on the album.
The difference is evident as nearly
every track contains some form of ·
his work.
As the album progresses, the
band siows the tempo with several
songs about the toils of love.
Throughout this moving trio of
songs, Folds tells of breakups,
breakdowns and falling outs punctuated with harpsichords, strings
and a beautiful timpani on the
fourth track, "Magic."
With a twist of irony, "The Hospital Song" tells of a patient who
has just been diagnosed with a horrible disease, yet in the following
track (and first release from the album), "Army," BFF picks up the
pace and sings about the transition
from high school to the real world.
They continue to rock on in the
next song, "Your Redneck Past,"
but then take an unexpected· turn
into my favorite part of the album .
"Your Most Valuable Possession" is a track containing a monologue from Folds' father. It is disguised as an answering machine
message in which he contemplates
the effects of outer space on the
body and mind.
· The soft jazz in the background
adds to the reflective atmosph~re
and is the perfect lead~in to the next
song, "Regrets."
In this song, Folds lists several
' regrets from being self-conscious in
high school to not visiting his ailing·.· grandmother· before she died.
As a tribute to the band, this song
leaves me speechless. It has no

parts; it is a truly complete song.
Fromhere,.BFF sends us on our
way. In "Jane" we are reminded.to
be ourselves. "Jane be Jane/You're
better that way." They then sing us
to sleep with "Lullabye," a soothing descent.
Despite the lack of mountaineering ballads, the record's title is very
appropriate.
Just like a novel, the album has
a unity all its own, similar to a contemporary classic: Dave Matthews
Band's Before these Crowded

Streets.
With such continuity, BFF
makes it hard to listen to one song
without letting the whole album
play through.
Also, just like a biography, this
album is very introspective.
Though the names may have been
changed, the events depicted in the
stories remain part ofBFF's collective past.·
This album comes highly recomi:nended. It is the band's most
definitive work and deserves every
honor bestowed upon it.
This CD experience earns $$$$.
- Sam J. Stephens,
Diversions Guest Writer

$$$$ - This album is worth
more than you paid for it.
$$$ - Pick this up on your next
trip to the record store.
$$ - ·This is worth dubbing
from a friend.
$ - Don't even bother.
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The bookstore fight seems to ·
be one that we'll never wirr, what
with the short attention spans of
.most of the student population.
"Man, this sucks. I paid $974 for
two books.
What?
Jerry
Springer's on? Woo-boo!" In
light of the dwindling intensity of
this topic, I propose a new machine against which we may vocally but by no means actively
rage. I speak of the most grievous
injustice of the price of ice cream
in the Grill. I meart, please, $.95
for a Flintstone Push-up? The
CCMF (Calendar City Monetary
Fund) cannot absorb that kind of
price hike.· So let's put an end to
this outrage and not indulge our
frozen treatjones. Well, maybe
just one more Moo Malt.

didn't get all possible bonus
points, but the effort was there.

THURSDAY
September 16

It's all about coffee the old
fashioned way: hot, free and from
Taiwan. The way it used to be.
Return to the good old days and
consume for free with this week's
International Coffee Hour, hosted
by Taiwan. The coffee confab will
commence at 3:30 p.m. (and yes,
.Calendar geniuses, last until 4:30
p.m. - hence· "coffee hour") at
the Romero International Center.

By now we have all learned
from VHI and "Where Are They
Now" that Warrant did not fall
into the rabbit hole of oblivion
through any fault of their own.
No, it was that damn Kurt Cobain
and his grunge music. Had it not
been for those jerk faces from Seattle and their "better" music taking over, who knows what
fantastical musical magic Jani
Lane and the boys could have
brought us? I seriously doubt that
"She's my cherry pie I Cool drink
of water, such a sweet suprise" was
the pinnacle of their would-be
greatness. Luckily, we don't have
to leave these musings in Whatif~ville, because the band is coming our way, kind of. They'll be
at Annie's tonight at~ p.m., ready
to rock the house, I'm sure. I
double-dog dare you to go.

Listen to your inner Chicagoan,
the one who is yearning to breathe
free at Rivergy Field. The little
guy is going nuts now that Sammy
Sosa, I mean the Cubs, are in town
to face the Redstockings. While
there is no cl uh-sponsored Yellow
Bus Escort Service or cheapie
tickets, you can still drive your
booty there, buy top six tickets and
then covert]y meander down to the
$10 range. Bored during those
long middle innings? Make up a
Mickey Morandini cheer. (Bonus
points if it rhymes.) Or use this
one that I whipped up: "MiCkey
Morandini! He's no meanie! He'll
win it for his teamie!" OK, so I

Speaking of Seattle (because
we were just now, right?) guess
who's going to be in Spokane,
Washington tonight? No, not Al
Gore, silly. Barry Manilow! I
must fulfill my prophecy and give
all the Manimaniacs
.... in Calendar
'
City the info on his whereabouts.
Maybe not his exact coordinates,
though, as manilow.com wasn't
too keen on venue specifics. Spokane Municipal. Stadium, perhaps? Not sure when either.. 7:30
p.m., 10:30 p.m. Eastern? Sure,
why not. Better get on your horse,
then, because Bar's not one to
wait for stragglers, as I'm sure
you've heard.

CHILD CARE-YMCA
Need before/after school
leaders. Must have high
school diploma (required PT).
Starting at $6.50 including free
YMCA membership. Flexible
scheduling. Call Lyons YMCA
474-1400.

,.

JByJennah Dura11t. Jfo place an item in the calendar, call

BABYSITTER NEEDED
A professional couple
needs 30hr/week child-care
provider for lovely 3-year-old
in New Richmond home. Individual must be energetic and
enjoy lots of activity. References required. Must be flexible with school schedule and
compensation.

TEACHERS-ECE
Looking for opportunities to
learn and make extra money?
NAEYC-accredited, Head
Start program seeking motivated and energetic teachers!
Full-day pre school in Hyde
Park, Harrison, Walnut Hills &
Westwood. lnfanVschool age
programs - part-time mornings and afternoons. Part-time
toddler and pre school assistant teachers also needed.
Call 961-2696 or fax resume
to 961"1160. We are an E.O.E.

HELP WANTED
Spring break 2000 with
STS - Join Arneriea's #1 student tour operator to Jamaica,
Mexico, Bahamas, cruises
and Florida. Now hiring oncampus reps. Call 1-800-648·
4849 or visit:
www.ststravel.com
FOR RENT
Norwood 2 and 3 bedroom
apartments newly renovated
with new kitchen and bath,
hardwood floors, laundry, off·
street parking and clean.
Price: $450 and $600 + utili·
ties. Call 861-4111.
HELP WANTED
Politically minded? Ohio
Citizen Action is offering paid
positions on our grass roots
campaign to safeguard Ohio
environmental protection.
Help win the fight. Full-time
(1 :30·10 p.m.) for $350/week.
Part-time (4-10 p.m.) for
$250/week. Work in a relaxed
environment. Learn while you
earn. Call 221·2100 for an in·
tervlew..
SPRING BREAK 2000
Cancun and Jamaica from
$399. Reps wantedlll Sell.15
and travel free. Lowest price
guaranteed Ill For Information,
call 1-800-446-8335 or visit:
www.sunbreaks.com

. FRIDAY .
September 1 7
Practice saying this: "Mom,
that isn't mine, it's my
roommate's. I don't even know
what that is. Bud-weeser? What's
that?" Why the feigned innocence? It's Family Weekend once
again, when Ma and Pa can see
their tuition dollars at work in the
form of flattened boxes of Bud
jammed behind desks and the cellophane still on your biology
book. So be forewarned, you're
on full Geeky Parent Alert this
weekend. Just be nice if any show
up at a party.
This telegraph just received in
the Calendar City post office:
"Manilow tonight only in Seattle
stop Exact location unknown stop
Dumb people at the Manilow web
site aren't too bright and left out
times and places, so how the hell
are we supposed to know where
in Seattle he'll be, we're not
frigging mind readers stop."
Brad "Prettiest One in the
Room" Pitt will be Br. Pryor's special guest tonight at the second
Xav~er Film Society screening qf
the semester. Oops, I think I just
compromised my journalistic integrity and mislead my readers.
I
..
mean, Br. Pryor will introduce and
discuss Monsieur Pitt's movie
"Meet Joe Black" in Kelley Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

745~3122

or mail to M.L 2129.

ready for the real thing. I mean,
the world's largest kazoo band?
How much more hardcore can you
get than Oktoberfest Zinzinnati?
·· Let's see them try something like
that in Munich. Wait, maybe they
do. Maybe we've only got the
world's second largest kazoo band
_by now. Man, I feel like a sucker.
Well, we've still got beer in buckets, and that's cool no matter what
hemisphere you're in. If the buckets become a little too plentiful,
you've got a convenient hurling
outlet as the festivities take place
on Fountain Squate. Missing this
party would be worse than having
a raccoon eat your gumballs as it's
probably the biggest non-radio
station-sponsored event of the year
for 'Nati. If you skip tonight,
you've got one last chance tomorrow, then you '_re screwed.
Most of the time, if you're accused of being a dealer, then
you're in trouble. Not in the
wacky world of Family Weekend,
though, which will transform the
Cafe into the Luxor for Casino
Night. Come win fabulous prizes
like bars of soap from the good
folks at Jergens. Just remember
to always double down on 16, at
least from 8-11 p.m.
Breaker"breaker one-niner, we
got Manilow in Portland, Oregon,
over. Roger that. Over and out.

-SUNDAY
September 19

.SATURDAY·
September 18
Last weekend in Covington
was just a warm-up. Now we're

"We've got spirit, yes we do,
we've got spirit, how 'bout you!'~
The Bellarmine cheerleaders have
been brushing up on all the old
standbys in preparation for today's

classifieds
Classifieds are 25 cents per
word with a $5 minimum~ To
place your classified, call the
advertising manager at
745-3561.
HELP WANTED
Customer service- Upscale drycleaners located in
Hyde Park and Anderson
Township.
Part-time
evening work as late as 8
p.m. No Sundays/holidays.
Must be friendly with good
communication skills and
enjoy a fast-paced environment. Call or apply at: 3505
Erie Ave. - 321-9959 or
6812 ·Clough Pike - 231·
5540.
HELP WANTED
Lawn/landscaping positions available. Enthusiastic,
team-oriented individuals, no
experience necessary, full/
part-time, flexible hours,
$7.50/hr.+, adjacent to campus. Call 886-6069.

HELP WANTED
Design firm needs dependable person for light
maintenance, janitorial and
general assistance. Must be
a self-starter and preferably
experienced. This is a position of responsibility and trust.
Top-notch clientele contracts.
Will work with.school sch~d
ule. Apply by faxing a personal letter outlining experi·
ence to (513) 621-5771.

HELP WANTED
Full-.time and part-time
babysitters needed. We offer
flexible hours and great pay.
You must be able to provide
your own transportation. For
Information, call 426-0898.

SPRING BREAK!
Cancun,
Plan now!
Mazatlan, Acapulco & Jamaica. Reliable TWA flights.
America's best prices & packages. Book now and SAVE!
Campus sales reps wanted earn FREE trips. Call 1-800·
SURFS-UP.
Or visit:
www.studentexpress.com
HELP WANTED
Attention business, marketing and finance students stockbroker is seeking a personal marketing assistant. In·
eludes good pay and incentives. If interested, call Will
Brown @ 929-3558.
COACH NEEDED
Cincinnati Aquatics Club
is interviewing age group assistants & senior assistant
coaches. Previous coaching
is required. If interested,
please contact Benson
Spurling at 474-9461.
EARN $1200
Plus a free baby boom
box! Fundraiser for student
groups and organizations.
Earn up to $4 per Master
Card app. Call for Info or
visit our Web site. Quali·
fied callers receive a FREE
baby bopm box. Call 1•
800-932-0528 ext. 119 or
ext. 125.
www.ocmconcepts.com

· annual Spirit Celebration. Besides the Mass on the residential
mall, favorite events include the
communal breaking of bread. Al~
beit the bread comes in the form
of hot dog buns, but still, as Father Hoff always says, a shared
meal is a good meal. And this is a
morally, spiritually al}d emotionally prepared meal.
Barry Manilow is observing a
day oftest in the Pacific Northwest to prepare for his Millen-.
nium Manilow show in the U.K.
next year. Are· you over it yet?

.MONDAY
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September 20
Maybe right now the only organization to which you belong is
the "I've Got a Si_nkhole in My
Couch Because My Butt Spends
Eight Hours a Day There Club."
Something is telling me you need
a change in your life. Before you
reach for the phone and call l c800SEND-ME-A-BIBLE, I'm thinking of something .a little less drastic. Luckily Club Day on the Mall
is here to give you all sorts of options, plus free Papa John's as
well. Que/le bonus. Be an alchemist, a physicist, an archeologist,
or a.tour guide-ist. Just watch out
for all of those clever folks with
Super-Soakers; for some reason,
a plethora of card tables on the
residential mall gives people a license to ill with a water gun. Be
aware.

.
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TU.ESDAY.
September 21
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Nothing's going on today. So
I tried to draw a bunny on the
computer. Hey, I'm not a DeVry
grad or anything.

HELP WANTED
Child care teacher
Newly expanding child-care
center In Blue Ash seeking
energetic teachers for developmentally appropriate program.
Will gladly work around college
schedules. Center cares for
children 6 weeks - 11 years old,
6:30 a.m.- 6:30 p.m. Full-time
and part-time available. Competitive wages and benefits.
Center currently working towards NAEYC accreditation.
Send resume to: Gingerbread
Academy 4215 Malsbary Rd.
Cincinnati, OH 45242 or call
793-4122.

FOR SALE
Carpet- plush, beige, like
new condition, no stains. Ap·
proximately 13 X 25 ft. with
padding (covers 2 bedrooms).
$50 OBO. Loveland 697-8824.

EARN$$$
Earn $$$ promoting bands
on major labels. No experience necessary.
Visit:
www.noizepollution.com
HOME FOR SALE
An "A+" Norwood 2 bed·
room brick home. Includes a
remodeled bathroom ·and
kitchen, private fenced in rear
yard and a full basement.
Price: $77,500. 351-3152.

